
A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this buying guide.  
We apologize for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this  
buying guide. 

Not all products may be available in all stores. See what is available at your local store by  
visiting IKEA-USA.com. For more detailed product information, see the price tag or visit  
IKEA-USA.com. All products shown require assembly. All textiles shown are imported.

Good-looking storage for a great-looking living room
BESTÅ is specially designed to take care of all your storage needs — 
and to look good while doing it. So you can use it to make your living 
room both great looking and practical. It gives you plenty of room for 
everything — from your TV, gaming consoles and sound system to 
your DVDs and books. Choose between a high, low or wall-mounted 
combination. You can even choose a combination with panel doors to 
hide away clutter or glass doors to show off your favorite things.  
BESTÅ comes in many different colors and finishes so it’s easy to find 
the right one for you.

BUYING GUIDE

GOOD TO KNOW
Tempered glass should be 
handled with care. All glass is 
fragile and a damaged edge 
or scratched surface can in 
exceptional cases cause 
the glass to crack suddenly. 
However, it will only break 
into small pieces, never into 
sharp fragments. Avoid 
collisions from the side —  
this is where the glass is  
most vulnerable.

SAFETY
Secure It! Prevent tip-over 
injury. Furniture with included 
restraints must be secured 
to the wall according to the 
assembly instructions.
 
Different wall materials 
require different types of 
hardware. Use hardware 
(sold separately) suitable for 
the walls in your home.
 
Measure the depth and 
width of your TV. The 
measurements should be 
less than those of the TV 
furniture. 

BESTÅ
Storage system
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The BESTÅ system is designed to be adaptable and flexible. You 
can select and arrange the BESTÅ parts in a way that suits your 
particular space, lifestyle and taste.

We have a wide range of pre-designed BESTÅ combinations 
to choose from in the store and on IKEA-USA.com/BESTA. 
If you do not find a combination that you like, or if you would 
like to customize one, use our BESTÅ storage planner at 
IKEA-USA.com/BESTAplanner

By using the BESTÅ storage planner, you can customize one of 
the pre-designed BESTÅ combinations or create one that is all 
your own!

The planner allows you to play around with frames, doors, 
shelves, knobs, colors, etc. to create the perfect storage and 
media solution that fits your specific needs and taste.

When you are ready with your BESTÅ combination, the planner 
helps you to calculate the price and allows you to print or save 
a list of products that you can bring to your IKEA store or use to 
buy the products online.

In the BESTÅ area of the IKEA store, you will find planning 
stations where you can use the BESTÅ storage planner.  
Or visit the BESTÅ storage planner online at 
IKEA-USA.com/BESTAplanner

CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN BESTÅ 
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Combine your own solution with doors and drawer fronts. 
For a wider range of BESTÅ door and drawer solutions, visit the 
BESTÅ planning tool at IKEA-USA.com/BESTAplanner. Always 
secure shelving units that are more than 25¼" in height to 
the wall.

DOOR AND DRAWER SOLUTIONS

DRAWER FRONTS

Drawer front 
23⅝×15" 

DOORS 

Door 23⅝×15" Door 23⅝×25¼" Drawer front 
23⅝×10¼" (handles sold separately)

47¼×15¾×15"

47¼×15¾×25¼"

23⅝×15¾×15"

23⅝×15¾×25¼"

23⅝×15¾×50⅜"

23⅝×15¾×75⅝"
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COMBINATIONS

Overall size: 70⅞×16½×18⅞".
This combination: $323  693.989.41

BESTÅ TV unit 70⅞×15¾×15", White 004.740.70 1 pc
BESTÅ Shelf 22×14⅛", White 002.955.54 1 pc
BESTÅ Drawer frame 23⅝×15¾×5⅞, White 703.515.13 1 pc
BESTÅ Drawer runners, push-open, 2pk 304.883.15 1 pc
SELSVIKEN Drawer front 23⅝×10¼", High-gloss white 102.916.35 1 pc
GLASSVIK Glass door 23⅝×15", White/frosted glass 702.916.56 2 pcs
NANNARP Legs, White, 2pk 202.935.92 2 pcs
BESTÅ Supporting leg, 3⅞" gray 502.936.04 2 pcs
BESTÅ Soft-closing/push-open hinges, 2pk 802.612.58 2 pcs
BESTÅ Glass shelf 22×14⅛", Glass 602.955.32 2 pcs 

Overall size: 47¼×16½×29⅛".
This combination: $201 390.683.29

BESTÅ TV unit 47¼×15¾×25¼", Black-brown 402.998.85 1 pc
BESTÅ Shelf 22×14⅛", Black-brown 402.955.28 4 pcs
BESTÅ Soft-closing/push-open hinges, 2pk 802.612.58 2 pcs
LAPPVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝×15", Black-brown 402.916.67 2 pcs
STUBBARP Legs, Black-brown, 2pk 602.935.66 2 pcs
BESTÅ Supporting leg 3⅞", Gray 502.936.04 1 pc

Overall size: 47¼×16½×18⅞". 
This combination: $201 791.882.97

BESTÅ TV unit 47¼×15¾×15", White 802.945.03 1 pc
BESTÅ Shelf 22×14⅛", White 002.955.54 2 pcs
BESTÅ Drawer frame 23⅝×15¾×5⅞", White 703.515.13 2 pcs
BESTÅ Drawer runners, soft-closing, 2pk 403.487.15 2 pcs
LAPPVIKEN Drawer front 23⅝×10¼", White 102.916.78 2 pcs
STUBBARP Legs, White, 2pk 102.935.64 2 pcs
BESTÅ Supporting leg 3⅞", Gray 502.936.04 1 pc

Overall size: 70⅞×16½×15⅜". 
This combination: $209 493.284.02

BESTÅ TV unit 70⅞×15¾×15", White 004.740.70 1 pc
BESTÅ Shelf 22×14⅛", White 002.955.54 3 pcs
BESTÅ Drawer frame 23⅝×15¾×5⅞", White 703.515.13 2 pcs
BESTÅ Drawer runners, soft-closing, 2pk 403.487.15 2 pcs
LAPPVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝×15", White 002.916.74 1 pc
LAPPVIKEN Drawer front 23⅝×10¼", White 102.916.78 2 pcs
BESTÅ Soft-closing/push-open hinges, 2pk 802.612.58 1 pc
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COMBINATIONS

Overall size: 70⅞×15¾×75⅝".
This combination: $559 294.072.16

BESTÅ TV unit 70⅞×15¾×25¼", Black-brown 802.998.74 1 pc
BESTÅ Frame 47¼×15¾×15", Black-brown 702.459.52 1 pc
BESTÅ Frame 23⅝×15¾×15", Black-brown 602.459.62 1 pc
BESTÅ Shelf 22×14⅛", Black-brown 402.955.28 6 pcs
BESTÅ Glass shelf 22×14⅛", Glass 602.955.32 3 pcs
BESTÅ Drawer frame 23⅝×15¾×9⅞", Black-brown 003.512.48 1 pc
BESTÅ Drawer runners, soft-closing, 2pk 403.487.15 1 pc
SELSVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝×15",  
Patterned high-gloss brown  802.963.47 3 pcs
GLASSVIK Glass door 23⅝×15", Black/clear glass 002.916.50 3 pcs
BESTÅ Suspension rail 23⅝, Silver-color 704.883.18 3 pcs
BESTÅ Soft-closing/push-open hinges, 2pk 802.612.58 5 pcs

Overall size: 94½×16½×50¾".
This combination: $354 094.062.65

BESTÅ TV unit 70⅞×15¾×15", White 004.740.70 1 pc
BESTÅ Frame 23⅝×15¾×50⅜", White 402.458.40 1 pc
BESTÅ Shelf 22×14⅛", White 002.955.54 4 pcs
BESTÅ Glass shelf 22×14⅛", Glass 602.955.32 1 pc
BESTÅ Drawer frame 23⅝×15¾×9⅞", White 803.515.17 2 pcs
BESTÅ Drawer runners, push-open, 2pk 304.883.15 2 pcs
LAPPVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝×15", White 002.916.74 2 pcs
LAPPVIKEN Door 23⅝×25¼", White 502.916.76 1 pc
SINDVIK Glass door 23⅝×25¼", White, clear glass 902.918.58 1 pc
BESTÅ Soft-closing/push-open hinges, 2pk 802.612.58 2 pcs
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COMBINATIONS

Overall size: 118⅛×16½×83⅛".
This combination: $634 994.068.31

BESTÅ TV unit 70⅞×15¾×15", White 004.740.70 1 pc
BESTÅ Frame 23⅝×7⅞×15", White 002.459.17 3 pcs
BESTÅ Frame 23⅝×7⅞×25¼", White 602.459.19 2 pcs
BESTÅ Frame 23⅝×15¾×25¼", White 302.458.50 1 pc
BESTÅ Shelf 22×14⅛", White 002.955.54 4 pcs
BESTÅ Glass shelf 22×6¼", Glass 002.955.30 2 pcs
BESTÅ Drawer frame 23⅝×5⅞×15¾", White 703.515.13 3 pcs
BESTÅ Drawer runners, soft-closing, 2pk 403.487.15 3 pcs
BESTÅ Soft-closing/push-open hinges, 2pk 802.612.58 6 pcs
LAPPVIKEN Drawer front 23⅝×10¼", White 102.916.78 3 pcs
SINDVIK Glass door 23⅝×25¼", White/clear glass 902.918.58 2 pcs
LAPPVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝×15¾", White 002.916.74 3 pcs
LAPPVIKEN Door 23⅝×25¼", White 502.916.76 1 pc
BESTÅ Suspension rail 23⅝", Silver-color 704.883.18 5 pcs

Overall size: 82¾×15¾×86½".
This combination: $424 594.377.59

BESTÅ TV unit 70⅞×15¾×25¼", White 702.998.79 1 pc
EKET Cabinet with door 13¾×13¾×13¾", White 803.321.14 2 pcs
EKET Cabinet 13¾×13¾×13¾", White 803.346.03 4 pcs
BESTÅ Shelf 22×14⅛", White 002.955.54 3 pcs
BESTÅ Drawer frame 23⅝×9⅞×15¾", White 803.515.17 1 pc
BESTÅ Drawer runners, push-open, 2pk 304.883.15 1 pc
LAPPVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝×15", White 002.916.74 1 pc
LAPPVIKEN Door 23⅝×25¼", White 502.916.76 2 pcs
STUBBARP Legs 1¾×1¾×3⅞", White, 2pk 102.935.64 4 pcs
BESTÅ Soft-closing/push-open hinges, 2pk 802.612.58 2 pcs
EKET Suspension rail, 13¾", Silver-color 003.400.47 6 pcs 

Overall size: 47¼×16½×76".
This combination: $420 790.592.62
BESTÅ Frame 23⅝×15¾×75⅝", Black-brown 902.459.46 2 pcs

BESTÅ Shelf 22×14⅛", Black-brown 402.955.28 8 pcs
BESTÅ Glass shelf 22×14⅛", Glass 602.955.32 2 pcs
SINDVIK Glass door 23⅝×25¼", Black-brown 002.963.13 2 pcs
LAPPVIKEN Door 23⅝×25¼", Black-brown 802.916.70 4 pcs
BESTÅ Soft-closing/push-open hinges, 2pk 802.612.58 6 pcs
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Overall size: 47¼×16½×29⅛".
This combination: $237 892.078.13

BESTÅ Frame 47¼×15¾×25¼", Black-brown 502.459.53 1 pc
BESTÅ Shelf 22×14⅛", Black-brown 402.955.28 4 pcs
BESTÅ Soft-closing/push-open hinges, 2pk 802.612.58 2 pcs
BESTÅ Supporting leg, Gray 502.936.04 1 pc
STUBBARP Legs, Black-brown , 2pk 602.935.66 2 pcs
KALLVIKEN Door 23⅝"x25¼", Dark gray concrete effect 103.645.23 2 pcs

COMBINATIONS

Overall size: 23⅝×8⅝×50⅜".
This combination: $150 394.219.62

BESTÅ Frame 23⅝×7⅞×25¼", Black-brown 202.459.59 2 pcs
BESTÅ Shelf 22×6¼", Black-brown 802.955.26 2 pcs
LAPPVIKEN Door 23⅝×25¼", Black-brown 802.916.70 2 pcs
BESTÅ Soft-closing/push-open hinges, 2pk 802.612.58 2 pcs
BESTÅ Suspension rail 23⅝", Silver-color 704.883.18 2 pcs
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ALL PARTS AND PRICES BESTÅ FRAMES 

BESTÅ Frame 23⅝×15¾×75⅝". For safety reasons 
this shelf unit shall not be hung on the wall. May  
be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4pcs. May be  
completed with BESTÅ interior fittings, sold  
separately. Max load for the frame is 44 lbs per 
surface.

Gray stained walnut effect 802.473.71 $80
Black-brown 902.459.46 $80
White 002.458.42 $80

BESTÅ Frame 23⅝×15¾×50⅜". For safety reasons 
this shelf unit shall not be hung on the wall. May  
be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4pcs. May be  
completed with BESTÅ interior fittings, sold  
separately. Max load for the frame is 44 lbs per 
surface.

Gray stained walnut effect 402.473.68 $75
Black-brown 402.459.44 $75
White 402.458.40 $75

BESTÅ Frame 23⅝×15¾×25¼". You can choose to 
place the frame on the floor or mount it on the wall 
to free up floor space. To be completed with BESTÅ 
suspension rail if you choose to mount the frame 
on the wall. This frame requires one suspension 
rail, sold separately. May be completed with BESTÅ 
legs, 4pcs. May be completed with BESTÅ interior 
fittings, sold separately. Max load for the frame is 
44 lbs per surface if placed on the floor. The max 
load for a wall-hung frame depends on the wall 
material. 

Gray stained walnut effect 702.473.81 $50
Black-brown 202.459.64 $50
White 302.458.50 $50

BESTÅ Frame 47¼×15¾×25¼". You can choose to 
place the frame on the floor or mount it on the wall. 
To be completed with BESTÅ suspension rail if you 
choose to mount the frame on the wall. This frame 
requires two suspension rails, sold separately. May 
be completed with BESTÅ legs, sold separately. This 
frame require four legs and one BESTÅ supporting 
leg. May be completed with interior fittings, sold 
separately. Max load for the frame is 44 lbs per 
surface if placed on the floor. The max load for a 
wall-hung frame depends on the wall material.

Gray stained walnut effect 702.473.76 $65
Black-brown 502.459.53 $65
White 102.458.46 $65

BESTÅ frame 23⅝×15¾×15". You can choose to 
place the frame on the floor or mount it on the wall 
to free up floor space. To be completed with BESTÅ 
suspension rail if you choose to mount the frame 
on the wall. This frame requires one suspension 
rail, sold separately. May be completed with BESTÅ 
legs, 4pcs. May be completed with BESTÅ interior 
fittings, sold separately. Max load for the frame is 
44 lbs per surface if placed on the floor. The max 
load for a wall-hung frame depends on the wall 
material.

Gray stained walnut effect 302.473.78 $35
Black-brown 602.459.62 $35
White 702.458.48 $35

BESTÅ Frame 47¼×15¾×15". You can choose to 
place the frame on the floor or mount it on the wall. 
To be completed with BESTÅ suspension rail if you 
choose to mount the frame on the wall. This frame 
requires two suspension rails, sold separately. May 
be completed with BESTÅ legs, sold separately. This 
frame require four legs and one BESTÅ supporting 
leg. May be completed with interior fittings, sold 
separately. Max load for the frame is 44 lbs per 
surface if placed on the floor. The max load for a 
wall-hung frame depends on the wall material. 

Gray stained walnut effect 202.473.74 $55
Black-brown 702.459.52 $55
White 602.458.44 $55

BESTÅ Frame 23⅝×7⅞×15". You can choose to place 
the frame on the floor or mount it on the wall to 
free up floor space. To be completed with BESTÅ 
suspension rail if you choose to mount the frame 
on the wall. This frame requires one suspension 
rail, sold separately. May be completed with BESTÅ 
legs, 4pcs. May be completed with BESTÅ interior 
fittings, sold separately. Max load for the frame is 
44 lbs per surface if placed on the floor. The max 
load for a wall-hung frame depends on the wall 
material. 

Gray stained walnut effect 602.474.09 $20
Black-brown 602.459.57 $20
White 002.459.17 $20

BESTÅ Frame 23⅝×7⅞×25¼". You can choose to 
place the frame on the floor or mount it on the wall 
to free up floor space. To be completed with BESTÅ 
suspension rail if you choose to mount the frame 
on the wall. This frame requires one suspension 
rail, sold separately. May be completed with BESTÅ 
legs, 4pcs. May be completed with BESTÅ interior 
fittings, sold separately. Max load for the frame is 
44 lbs per surface if placed on the floor. The max 
load for a wall-hung frame depends on the wall 
material. 

Gray stained walnut effect 302.474.15 $35
Black-brown 202.459.59 $35
White 602.459.19 $35

Width×Depth×Height. You need a suspension rail to be able to wall mount BESTÅ frames. Floor-standing furniture must be secured to the wall with the 
enclosed wall fastener. Different wall materials require different types of hardware. Use hardware (sold separately) suitable for the walls in your home.
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BESTÅ TV UNITS
Width×Depth×Height. Floor-standing furniture must be secured to the wall with the enclosed wall fastener. Different wall materials require different types 
of hardware. Use hardware (sold separately) suitable for the walls in your home.

BESTÅ TV unit 70⅞×15¾×25¼". For safety reasons 
this shelf unit shall not be hung on the wall. May be 
completed with interior fittings, sold separately. 
This TV unit require eight legs or four legs and two 
BESTÅ supporting legs. This TV unit can take a max 
load of 110 lbs. 

Gray stained walnut effect 102.998.77 $109
Black-brown 802.998.74 $109
White 702.998.79 $109

BESTÅ TV unit 70⅞×15¾×15". You can choose to 
place the TV unit on the floor or mount it on the 
wall to free up floor space. Fittings for wall  
mounting are included. May be completed with  
interior fittings, sold separately. This TV unit 
require eight legs or four legs and two BESTÅ 
supporting legs. Max load for the TV unit is 110 lbs 
if placed on the floor. The max load for a wall-hung 
TV unit depends on the wall material. 

Gray stained walnut effect 804.740.66 $99
Black-brown 704.740.62 $99
White 004.740.70 $99

BESTÅ TV unit 47¼×15¾×25¼". For safety reasons 
this shelf unit shall not be hung on the wall. May be 
completed with interior fittings, sold separately. 
This TV unit require six legs or four legs and one 
BESTÅ supporting leg. Max load for the TV unit is 
110 lbs. 

Gray stained walnut effect 802.998.88 $99
Black-brown 402.998.85 $99
White 402.998.90 $99

BESTÅ TV unit 47¼×15¾×15". You can choose to 
place the TV unit on the floor or mount it on the 
wall to free up floor space. Fittings for wall  
mounting are included. May be completed with  
interior fittings, sold separately. This TV unit  
require six legs or four legs and one BESTÅ 
supporting leg. Max load for the TV unit is 110 lbs 
if placed on the floor. The max load for a wall-hung 
TV unit depends on the wall material. 

Gray stained walnut effect 102.945.11 $89
Black-brown 902.945.12 $89
White 802.945.03 $89

BESTÅ LEGS

STUBBARP Legs H3⅞–4⅜". Adjustable feet; stands 
steady on an uneven floor. You can use the included 
connection plate to connect two frames and only have 
one leg between them, giving a cleaner, less cluttered 
look.

Gray stained walnut effect 402.935.67 $10/2pk
Black-brown 602.935.66 $10/2pk
White 102.935.64 $10/2pk

MEJARP Legs H3⅞". You can use the included connection 
plate to connect two frames and only have one leg 
between them, giving a cleaner, less cluttered look.

Birch 704.899.16 $12/2pk

ÖSARP Legs H3⅞ –4⅜". Adjustable feet; stands steady 
on an uneven floor. You can use the included connection 
plate to connect two frames and only have one leg 
between them, giving a cleaner, less cluttered look.

Brass-color 904.899.01 $12/2pk
Stainless steel-color 304.899.04 $12/2pk

NANNARP Legs H3⅞".

Black 102.935.97 $20/2pk
White 202.935.92 $20/2pk
Aluminum 502.935.95 $20/2pk

KABBARP Legs H3⅞–4⅜". Adjustable. You can use the 
included connection plate to connect two frames and 
only have one leg between them, giving a cleaner, less 
cluttered look.

White 704.729.30 $10/2pk
Black 204.898.67 $10/2pk

BESTÅ Supporting leg H3⅞–4⅜". Adjustable. The 
supporting leg mounts under BESTÅ frame/TV unit 
in order to give stability to the BESTÅ combination 
without being visible from the front.

Gray 502.936.04 $12

BESTÅ legs raise your BESTÅ combination from the floor, giving a light, airy look and making it easy to clean the floor underneath. 
23⅝" wide frames require two legs (SULARP) or four legs (STUBBARP, NANNARP, STALLARP).  
47¼" wide frames and TV units require two legs (SULARP) or four legs (STUBBARP, NANNARP, STALLARP) and one BESTÅ supporting leg. 
70⅞" wide frames and TV units require two legs (SULARP) or four legs (STUBBARP, NANNARP, STALLARP) and two BESTÅ supporting legs. 
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BESTÅ DOORS AND DRAWER FRONTS
Width×Height. Doors and drawer fronts keep your belongings hidden and free from dust. 
Knobs and handles are sold separately.

LAPPVIKEN

LAPPVIKEN Door 23⅝×25¼". Must be completed 
with BESTÅ hinges, sold separately. May be  
completed with knobs or handles. 
Black-brown 802.916.70 $15
White 502.916.76 $15

LAPPVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝x15". May be 
used as a door or as a drawer front. To be completed 
with BESTÅ hinges if used as door, sold separately. 
To be completed with BESTÅ drawer frame 
23⅝×5⅞×15¾" or 23⅝×9⅞×15¾" and BESTÅ drawer 
runner if used as drawer front, sold separately. May 
be completed with knobs or handles. 
Black-brown 402.916.67 $10
White 002.916.74 $10

LAPPVIKEN Drawer front 23⅝×10¼". To be 
completed with BESTÅ drawer frame 23⅝×5¾×15¾" 
and BESTÅ drawer runner. May be completed with 
knobs or handles. 
Black-brown 402.916.72 $10
White 102.916.78 $10

HANVIKEN

HANVIKEN Door 23⅝×25¼". Must be completed 
with BESTÅ hinges, sold separately. May be  
completed with knobs or handles.
Black-brown 502.947.93 $25
White 602.918.45 $25

HANVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝×15". May be 
used as a door or as a drawer front. To be completed 
with BESTÅ hinges if used as door. Sold separately. 
To be completed with BESTÅ drawer frame 
23⅝×5⅞×15¾" or 23⅝×9⅞×15¾" and BESTÅ drawer 
runner if used as drawer front. Sold separately. May 
be completed with knobs or handles.
Black-brown 002.947.95 $20
White 002.918.48 $20

HANVIKEN Drawer front 23⅝×10¼". To be 
completed with BESTÅ drawer frame 23⅝×5¾×15¾" 
and BESTÅ drawer runner. May be completed with 
knobs or handles.
Black-brown 602.947.97 $15
White 402.918.51 $15

SELSVIKEN

SELSVIKEN Door 23⅝×25¼". Must be completed 
with BESTÅ hinges, sold separately. May be  
completed with knobs or handles. 
High-gloss black 002.916.26 $35
High-gloss white 802.916.32 $35
High-gloss beige 602.981.11 $35
High-gloss dark olive-green 204.907.00 $35
Patterned high gloss brown 702.963.43 $35

SELSVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝×15". May 
be used as a door or as a drawer front. To be 
completed with BESTÅ hinges if used as door, 
sold separately. To be completed with BESTÅ 
drawer frame 23⅝×5⅞×15¾" or 23⅝×9⅞×15¾" 
and BESTÅ drawer runner if used as drawer front, 
sold separately. May be completed with knobs or 
handles.
High-gloss black 502.916.24 $30
High-gloss white 202.916.30 $30
High-gloss beige 902.948.66 $30
High-gloss dark olive-green 904.907.06 $30
Patterned high gloss brown 802.963.47 $30

SELSVIKEN Drawer front 23⅝x10¼". To be 
completed with BESTÅ drawer frame 23⅝×5⅞×15¾" 
and BESTÅ drawer runner. May be completed with 
knobs or handles. 
High-gloss black 402.916.29 $20
High-gloss white 102.916.35 $20
High-gloss beige 702.948.67 $20
High-gloss dark olive-green 604.907.17 $20
Patterned high gloss brown 002.963.51 $20

KALLVIKEN

KALLVIKEN Door 23⅝×25¼". The slightly textured 
surface creates a concrete effect. Must be completed 
with BESTÅ hinges, sold separately. May be 
completed with knobs or handles.
Dark gray concrete effect 103.645.23 $45

KALLVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝×15". May 
be used as a door or as a drawer front. To be 
completed with BESTÅ hinges if used as door, 
sold separately. To be completed with BESTÅ 
drawer frame 23⅝×5⅞×15¾" or 23⅝×9⅞×15¾" 
and BESTÅ drawer runner if used as drawer front. 
Sold separately. May be completed with knobs or 
handles.
Dark gray concrete effect 504.259.87 $40

KALLVIKEN Drawer front 23⅝×10¼". To be 
completed with BESTÅ drawer frame 23⅝×5¾×15¾" 
and BESTÅ drawer runner. Sold separately. May be 
completed with knobs or handles..
Dark gray concrete effect 304.259.88 $25
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LAXVIKEN

LAXVIKEN Door 23⅝×25¼". The textured surface 
creates an effect with patterns of shadows and 
light. Must be completed with BESTÅ hinges, 
1 pack. Sold separately. May be completed with 
BILLSBRO handles. Other knobs or handles are not 
recommended for this door. 

White 902.916.98 $45
Black 002.992.60 $45

LAXVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝×15". May be 
used as a door or as a drawer front. To be 
completed with BESTÅ hinges if used as door, sold 
separately. To be completed with BESTÅ door/
drawer frame 23⅝×5⅞×15¾" or 23⅝×9⅞×15¾" and 
BESTÅ drawer runner if used as drawer front, sold 
separately. May be completed with BILLSBRO 
handles. Other knobs or handles are not 
recommended for this door. 

White 803.419.86 $40
Black 603.419.87 $40

LAXVIKEN Drawer front 23⅝×10¼". May be 
completed with BILLSBRO handles. Other knobs or 
handles are not recommended for this door. To be 
completed with BESTÅ drawer frame 23⅝×5¾×15¾" 
and BESTÅ drawer runner, sold separately. 

White 203.419.89 $25
Black 403.419.88 $25

GLASSVIK

GLASSVIK Glass door 23⅝×25¼". The remote 
control works through the glass, so you can 
control your electronic equipment with the door 
closed. Must be completed with BESTÅ hinges, sold 
separately. Handles included.
White/clear glass 502.916.62 $45
White/frosted glass 802.916.65 $45
Black/clear glass 302.916.58 $45
Black/smoked glass 902.916.60 $45

 

GLASSVIK Glass door 23⅝×15". Must be completed 
with BESTÅ hinges, sold separately. Handles 
included.
White/clear glass 202.916.54 $35
White/frosted glass 702.916.56 $35
Black/clear glass 002.916.50 $35
Black/smoked glass 602.916.52 $35

BESTÅ DOORS AND DRAWER FRONTS
Width×Height. Doors and drawer fronts keep your belongings hidden and free from dust. 
Knobs and handles are sold separately.

SINDVIK

SINDVIK Glass door 23⅝×25¼". The remote control 
works through the glass, so you can control your 
electronic equipment with the door closed. Must be 
completed with BESTÅ hinges, sold separately. May 
be completed with knobs or handles.
Gray stained walnut effect 302.963.21 $30
Black-brown 002.963.13 $30
White 902.918.58 $30
Light gray-beige/clear glass 104.909.27 $30
Light gray-brown/clear glass 404.909.21 $30

SINDVIK Glass door 23⅝×15". To be completed with 
BESTÅ hinges, sold separately. May be completed 
with knobs or handles.
Gray stained walnut effect 702.963.19 $25
Black-brown 402.963.11 $25
White 802.918.54 $25
Light gray-beige/clear glass 804.909.24 $25
Light gray-brown/clear glass 004.909.18 $25

OSTDVIK

OSTVIK Glass door 23⅝×25¼". Blends perfectly 
with our SMEVIKEN white front. The remote control 
works through the glass, so you can control your 
electronic equipment with the door closed. Must be 
completed with BESTÅ hinges, old separately. May 
be completed with knobs or handles.

White/clear glass 804.696.54 $45

OSTVIK Glass door 23⅝×15". The remote control 
works through the glass, so you can control your 
electronic equipment with the door closed. To be 
completed with BESTÅ hinges, sold separately. May 
be completed with knobs or handles.
White/clear glass 104.727.06 $40

RIKSVIKEN

RIKSVIKEN Door 23⅝×25¼". Striking light bronze 
color with a metallic finish. Must be completed with 
BESTÅ hinges (1 pack), sold separately. 

Light bronze effect 704.415.66 $45

RIKSVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝×15". Must 
be completed with BESTÅ hinges (1 pack) if 
used as a door, sold separately. May be com-
pleted with BESTÅ drawer frame 23⅝×5⅞×15¾" or 
23⅝×9⅞×15¾" and BESTÅ drawer runner if used as 
drawer front, sold separately.

Light bronze effect 904.881.76 $40

RIKSVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝×10¼". To be 
completed with BESTÅ drawer frame 23⅝×5¾×15¾" 
and BESTÅ drawer runner, sold separately. May be 
completed with knobs or handles, sold separately.

Light bronze effect 704.881.77 $30
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BESTÅ DOORS AND DRAWER FRONTS
Width×Height. Doors and drawer fronts keep your belongings hidden and free from dust. 
Knobs and handles are sold separately.

SMEVIKEN

SMEVIKEN Door 23⅝×25¼". This framed front with 
attention to details adds a high quality feel and 
gives a traditional touch to your storage. SMEVIKEN 
front has the same color and style as OSTVIK glass 
door; combine them to form a complete storage 
and display solution. Must be completed with BESTÅ 
hinges, sold separately. May be completed with 
knobs or handles. 
White 104.682.43 $40

SMEVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝x15". May be 
used as a door or as a drawer front. To be completed 
with BESTÅ hinges if used as door, sold separately. 
To be completed with BESTÅ drawer frame 
23⅝×9⅞×15¾" and BESTÅ drawer runner if used as 
drawer front, sold separately. May be completed 
with knobs or handles. 
White 804.728.78 $35

SMEVIKEN Drawer front 23⅝×10¼". To be 
completed with BESTÅ drawer frame 23⅝×5¾×15¾" 
and BESTÅ drawer runner. May be completed with 
knobs or handles, sold separately.
White 604.728.79 $25

SUTTERVIKEN

SUTTERVIKEN Door 23⅝×25¼". The subtle details 
gives a seaside cottage feel to your home and 
brings a traditional touch to your storage. Must 
be completed with BESTÅ hinges, sold separately. 
May be completed with knobs or handles, sold 
separately.
White 304.682.37 $30

SUTTERVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝×15". May be 
used as a door or as a drawer front. To be completed 
with BESTÅ hinges if used as door. Sold separately. 
To be completed with BESTÅ drawer frame 
23⅝×5⅞×15¾" or 23⅝×9⅞×15¾" and BESTÅ drawer 
runner if used as drawer front. Sold separately. 
May be completed with knobs or handles, sold 
separately.
White 304.728.90 $25

SUTTERVIKEN Drawer front 23⅝×10¼". To be 
completed with BESTÅ drawer frame 23⅝×5¾×15¾" 
and BESTÅ drawer runner. May be completed with 
knobs or handles, sold separately.
White 104.728.91 $20

BERGSVIKEN

BERGSVIKEN Door 23⅝×25¼". The tactile surface 
and marble expression create a sophisticated look 
in the home. Must be completed with BESTÅ hinges, 
sold separately. May be completed with knobs or 
handles, sold separately.

Beige marble effect 904.909.33 $45

BERGSVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝×15". May be 
used as a door or as a drawer front. To be completed 
with BESTÅ hinges if used as door. Sold separately. 
To be completed with BESTÅ drawer frame 
23⅝×5⅞×15¾" or 23⅝×9⅞×15¾" and BESTÅ drawer 
runner if used as drawer front. Sold separately. 
May be completed with knobs or handles, sold 
separately.

Beige marble effect 604.909.39 $40

BERGSVIKEN Drawer front 23⅝×10¼". To be 
completed with BESTÅ drawer frame 23⅝×5¾×15¾" 
and BESTÅ drawer runner. May be completed with 
knobs or handles, sold separately.

Beige marble effect 304.909.45 $30

HEDEVIKEN

HEDEVIKEN Door 23⅝×25¼". Wood veneer 
gives you the same look, feel and beauty as solid 
wood with unique variations in grain, color and 
texture Must be completed with BESTÅ hinges, 
sold separately. May be completed with knobs or 
handles, sold separately.

Oak veneer 704.916.98 $35

HEDEVIKEN Door/drawer front 23⅝×15". May be 
used as a door or as a drawer front. To be completed 
with BESTÅ hinges if used as door. Sold separately. 
To be completed with BESTÅ drawer frame 
23⅝×5⅞×15¾" or 23⅝×9⅞×15¾" and BESTÅ drawer 
runner if used as drawer front. Sold separately. 
May be completed with knobs or handles, sold 
separately.

Oak veneer 004.917.05 $30

Drawer front 23⅝×10¼". To be completed with 
BESTÅ drawer frame 23⅝×5¾×15¾" and BESTÅ 
drawer runner. May be completed with knobs or 
handles, sold separately.
Oak veneer 804.917.11 $20
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BESTÅ ACCESSORIES

BESTÅ Suspension rail 23⅝". You need a suspension 
rail to be able to wall mount BESTÅ frames. The 
suspension rail works as reinforcement and makes it 
both easy and safe to mount BESTÅ frames to a wall.  
The rail needs to be attached to a wall stud. It has 
several holes so that it can be placed over a stud and 
still be located where you want to place your BESTÅ 
frame. The included connector makes it easy to hang 
several frames next to each other and align them at 
exactly the same height. 23⅝" wide frames require 
one BESTÅ suspension rail. 47¼" wide frames require 
two BESTÅ suspension rails. Note! The suspension rail 
cannot be used with BESTÅ TV units. Ensure that you 
have a minimum of 2" between the top of the frame 
and the ceiling. This is needed to be able to mount the 
frame to the suspension rail. Included in the price in 
all wall-mounted combinations.
Aluminum 704.883.18 $5

BESTÅ Top panel 23⅝×15¾". Tempered glass. A glass 
panel protects the top of the shelf unit and gives it a 
different look. Safety fittings included.
Black 202.707.22 $15
White 802.707.24 $15

BESTÅ Top panel 47¼×15¾". Tempered glass. A glass 
panel protects the top of the shelf unit and gives it a 
different look. Safety fittings included.
Black 501.965.37 $25
White 301.965.38 $25

BESTÅ Top panel 70⅞×15¾". Tempered glass. A glass 
panel protects the top of the shelf unit and gives it a 
different look. Safety fittings included.
Black 901.965.35 $40
White 201.965.29 $40

BESTÅ TV top panel 47¼×15¾". Tempered glass. 
A glass panel protects the top of the TV unit and 
gives it a different look. Cable outlet for easy cable 
management. Safety fittings included.

Black glass 802.953.00 $25
White glass 402.953.02 $25

BESTÅ TV top panel 70⅞×15¾". Tempered glass. 
A glass panel protects the top of the TV unit and 
gives it a different look. Cable outlet for easy cable 
management. Safety fittings included. 

Black glass 002.953.04 $40
White glass 502.953.06 $40

BESTÅ Top panel 70⅞×16½". A top panel with a 
surface made from natural wood veneer that gives 
your storage a warm and natural look.

Oak veneer 004.729.19 $60

BESTÅ Top panel 47¼×16½". A top panel with a 
surface made from natural wood veneer that gives 
your storage a warm and natural look.

Oak veneer 204.729.18 $50

BESTÅ TV top panel 47¼×16½". A natural wood 
veneer panel protects the top of the TV unit and 
gives it a different look. Cable outlet for easy cable 
management. Safety fittings included.

Oak veneer 504.963.62 $50

BESTÅ TV top panel 70⅞×16½". A natural wood 
veneer panel protects the top of the TV unit and 
gives it a different look. Cable outlet for easy cable 
management. Safety fittings included.

Oak veneer 804.963.65 $60

BESTÅ Soft-closing/push-open hinges Hinges with 
both push-open and soft-closing functions, so the 
door opens with just a light push and closes slowly, 
silently and softly. You can open the door with the 
included push opener, or by complementing your 
BESTÅ with a knob or handle. Knobs or handles are 
sold separately.

802.612.58 $15/2pk

 

UPPLEVA Wall bracket Fixed. VESA compatible. Fits 
most flat screen TVs between 19–32", and 37–55". 

19–32" 002.267.92 $24.99
37–55" 902.267.97 $29.99

UPPLEVA Wall bracket Tilt/swivel. VESA compatible. 
Fits most flat screen TVs between 19–32".

19–32" 402.267.90 $39.99

UPPLEVA TV bracket Swivel. Fits most 37-55" flat 
screen TVs.

37-55" 203.305.99 $59.99
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KNOBS AND HANDLES

BAGGANÄS Handles L5⅝".

Black 803.384.13 $7/2pk
Brass-color 003.384.07 $7/2pk
Stainless steel 703.384.18 $7/2pk

 

BAGGANÄS Handles L133⁄16".

Black 603.384.14 $11/2pk
Brass-color 203.384.11 $11/2pk
Stainless steel 503.384.19 $11/2pk

 

BAGGANÄS Knobs Ø½".

Black 303.384.15 $5/2pk
Brass-color 603.384.09 $5/2pk
Stainless steel 303.384.20 $5/2pk

BAGGANÄS Knobs Ø13⁄16".

Black 103.384.16 $5/2pk
Brass-color 803.384.08 $5/2pk
Stainless steel 103.384.21 $5/2pk

 

BAGGANÄS Knobs Ø13⁄16".

Black 903.384.17 $5/2pk
Brass-color 003.384.12 $5/2pk
Stainless steel 903.384.22 $5/2pk

ÖSTERNÄS Handles L29⁄16".

Tanned leather 203.488.96 $11/2pk

ÖSTERNÄS Leather handles L6".

Tanned leather 403.488.95 $15/2pk

BERGHALLA Handles L23⁄16".

Gray 603.228.56 $9/2pk
White 803.228.55 $9/2pk

ENERYDA Knobs Ø11⁄16".

Black 803.475.06 $6/2pk
Brass-color 403.475.08 $6/2pk
Chrome plated 003.475.10 $6/2pk

EDVALLA Drop pulls Ø11⁄16".

Black 003.478.88 $7/2pk
Brass-color 403.478.86 $7/2pk

GUBBARP Handles L49⁄16".

White 003.364.32 79¢/2pk

GUBBARP Knobs Ø13⁄16".

White 803.364.33 59¢/2pk

HACKÅS Handles L315⁄16"

Anthracite 303.424.79 $7/2pk

HACKÅS Knobs Ø13⁄16"

Anthracite 803.397.90 $5/2pk

VINNÄSET Knobs Ø17⁄16"

Solid beech 504.342.94 $7/2pk

NYDALA Handles L61⁄16"

Bronze-color 204.057.59 $11/2pk

NYDALA Knobs Ø⅝"

Bronze-color 404.057.58 $7/2pk

SKÄRHAMN Handles L513⁄16"

Black/chrome plated 503.487.86 $16/2pk

SKÄRHAMN Knobs Ø⅞"

Black/chrome plated 703.487.85 $9/2pk

SKÄRHAMN Drop pulls Ø13⁄16"

Black/chrome plated 103.694.36 $13/2pk
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BESTÅ INTERIORS AND FITTINGS

BESTÅ Drawer frame 23⅝×5⅞×15¾". To be completed 
with a drawer front (23⅝×10¼" or 23⅝×15") from the 
BESTÅ system. To be completed with BESTÅ drawer 
runners, sold separately. The drawer can not be used 
behind doors with hinges. Max load 22 lbs.

Gray stained walnut effect 103.515.11 $15
Black-brown 403.512.46 $15
White 703.515.13 $15

BESTÅ Drawer frame 23⅝×9⅞×15¾". To be completed 
with a drawer front (23⅝×15") from the BESTÅ system. 
To be completed with BESTÅ drawer runners, sold 
separately. The drawer can not be used behind doors 
with hinges. Max load 22 lbs.

Gray stained walnut effect 203.515.15 $20
Black-brown 003.512.48 $20
White 803.515.17 $20

BESTÅ Drawer runners soft-closing. The drawer slide 
makes the drawer close slowly, silently and softly. 
Complete your drawer with knobs or handles.

403.487.15 $15/2pk

BESTÅ Drawer runners push open. The drawer slides 
have integrated push openers, so you don’t need 
handles or knobs and can open the door with just a 
light push.

304.883.15 $10/2pk

BESTÅ Shelf 22×6¼". Max load 29 lbs. Fits BESTÅ 
shelf units, 7⅞" deep.

Gray stained walnut effect 102.955.39 $5
Black-brown 802.955.26 $5
White 402.955.52 $5 
Glass (max load 11 lbs) 002.955.30 $5

BESTÅ Shelf 22×14⅛". Max load 44 lbs. Fits BESTÅ 
shelf units, 15¾" deep.

Gray stained walnut effect 902.955.40 $5
Black-brown 402.955.28 $5
White 002.955.54 $5
Glass (max load 22 lbs) 602.955.32 $5
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INTEGRATED LIGHTING
Conventional or connected smart IKEA lighting? 
Good lighting makes life easier and helps you set the right 
mood. The options here are made for furniture like BESTÅ.  
They let you light up your favorite pictures and collections, 
and enjoy the cozy reflected light. And of course lighting makes 
finding things easier, on shelves or even inside cabinets. The 
TRÅDFRI LED driver makes MITTLED, NORRFLY, MYRVARV, 
URSHULT, LINDSHULT and MAGLEHULT smart and gives it 
the ability to be wirelessly dimmed with the TRÅDFRI wireless 
dimmer and to be connected to the TRÅDFRI gateway.

When you use the TRÅDFRI gateway, you can control TRÅDFRI 
connected lighting from the TRÅDFRI app in different ways 
together with other TRÅDFRI lighting in your home. The smart 
remote control lets you dim and change the color temperature 
from colder to warmer light without moving from your sofa! 
All our lighting is energy-efficient LED, saving money on your 
electricity bills.

MITTLED LED spotlight 3". Provides a focused 
light that is good for lighting smaller areas. To be 
completed with TRÅDFRI LED driver and ANSLUTA 
power supply cord. Dimmable with TRÅDFRI wireless 
dimmer and TRÅDFRI gateway, sold separately.

Black 504.721.39 $9.99
White 404.536.45 $9.99
Aluminum-color 304.536.55 $9.99

MYRVARV LED flexible light strip Suitable for use in 
confined spaces, such as cabinets, bookshelves and 
closets, as the LED light source emits low heat. To 
easily turn on, turn off and dim your lighting, connect 
the lighting strip to TRÅDFRI driver, wireless dimmer 
and the ANSLUTA power cord, sold separately. 

L6'7", 12W 904.871.91 $27.99

NORRFLY LED lighting strip Aluminum-color. 
NORRFLY has a motion sensor, so that the light turns 
on and off automatically as you open and close a 
cabinet. To be completed with TRÅDFRI LED driver 
and ANSLUTA power supply cord, sold separately. 
Dimmable with TRÅDFRI wireless dimmer and  
TRÅDFRI gateway, sold separately.

L14" 603.322.90 $19.99
L17" 203.322.92 $24.99
L22" 703.322.99 $26.99
L26" 103.323.01 $29.99
L36" 803.323.07 $34.99

URSHULT LED cabinet lighting Creates a soft, cozy 
mood light in your room. To be completed with 
TRÅDFRI LED driver and ANSLUTA power supply 
cord. Dimmable with TRÅDFRI wireless dimmer and 
TRÅDFRI gateway, sold separately.

Nickel-plated 602.604.05 $24.99

LINDSHULT LED cabinet lighting Creates a soft, 
cozy mood light in your room. To be completed with 
TRÅDFRI LED driver and ANSLUTA power supply 
cord. Dimmable with TRÅDFRI wireless dimmer and 
TRÅDFRI gateway, sold separately.
Nickel-plated 302.604.40 $24.99

ANSLUTA LED driver Use the ANSLUTA LED driver 
together with VAXMYRA LED spot lighting for  
conventional on and off functionality. Up to 19W, 
connect up to 6 fixtures.

L2⅞" 904.058.45 $10

TRÅDFRI Remote control With TRÅDFRI remote 
control you can dim your lights without a hardwired 
installation. Battery is included, and lasts approx. 
2 years.

004.431.30 $15.99

TRÅDFRI LED driver The TRÅDFRI LED driver 
connects your MITTLED and STRÖMLINJE integrated 
lighting to IKEA smart lighting. You can dim the 
connected lighting with the TRÅDFRI wireless 
dimmer and connect it to the TRÅDFRI gateway. To be 
completed with ANSLUTA power cord, sold separately.

Up to 10W,  
connect up to 3 fixtures 103.561.89 $27

Up to 30W,  
connect up to 9 fixtures 603.426.61 $37

TRÅDFRI Gateway With TRÅDFRI gateway and app 
you can control each light source individually, create 
different types of lighting settings — and control 
them by TRÅDFRI wireless dimmer or the IKEA Home 
smart app.

003.378.13 $35

ANSLUTA Power supply cord For connection to the 
TRÅDFRI driver, turn the lamps on and off with a 
single switch.

11'6" 301.214.11 $7

ANSLUTA Intermediate connection cord Can be 
used as a direct connection between TRÅDFRI LED 
drivers, e.g. between two sections of wall cabinets, 
with one single connection to the main supply.

28" 401.199.26 $6
79" 601.199.25 $7
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ACCESSORIES

BESTÅ Box 9¾×12¼×5⅞". Perfect for storing anything, 
from magazines and remote controls to DVDs, toys 
or hobby supplies. Easy to pull out and lift as the box 
has cut-out handles. Soft felt protects your things and 
keeps them neatly in place. Fits BESTÅ shelf units and 
BESTÅ drawers. Two boxes fit perfectly on a BESTÅ 
shelf or in a BESTÅ drawer. Max load 11 lbs.
Gray 003.075.52 $12.99

BESTÅ Box 12⅝×20⅛×8¼". Perfect for storing 
anything, from magazines and remote controls to 
DVDs, toys or hobby supplies. Easy to pull out and 
lift as the box has cut-out handles. Soft felt protects 
your things and keeps them in place so they don’t slip 
when you pull out the box. Fits BESTÅ shelf units. Max 
load 11 lbs.

Gray 803.075.53 $14.99

BESTÅ Drawer divider 12⅝×20⅛×2⅜". You can see  
and find everything quickly and easily as the drawer 
divider has different compartments for organizing 
inside your drawer. Soft felt protects your things and 
keeps them neatly in place. Fits BESTÅ drawers and 
MOSTORP drawers.

Gray 403.075.50 $9.99

RAGGISAR Baskets You can decide the height of the 
basket yourself by folding the edges. The folded edge  
also makes a handy lip for pulling out the basket.

Gray 304.343.32
$6.99/ 

set of 3

RAGGISAR Tray Dark gray. 
15¾×11¾×2⅜" 103.480.19 $12.99

TJENA Storage box with lid 9¾×7×6". This box can 
be used for organizing smaller things like cables, tape 
or strings.
White 103.954.21 $1.99
Black 603.954.85 $1.99

TJENA Storage box with lid 13¾×9¾×7¾". The size is 
perfect for everything from papers and collectables 
to shoes and clothes.

White 603.954.28 $3.99
Black 303.954.77 $3.99

TJENA Storage box with lid 13¾×12½×12½". 

White 404.693.02 $4.99
Black 204.692.99 $4.99

TJENA Magazine files 9¾×4×11¾".
White 103.954.16 $4.99/2pk
Black 003.954.74 $4.99/2pk

KUGGIS Box with lid The KUGGIS series of boxes 
make it easy to get organized and hide what you want 
out of sight, whether it’s big or small — while still 
keeping it close at hand. You can easily stack boxes of 
different sizes, as they’re made to fit each other.

White
7×10¼×3¼" 202.802.07 $3.99
10¼×13¾×3¼" 502.823.04 $5.99
10¼×13¾×6" 602.802.05 $7.99
14½×21¼×8¼" 102.802.03 $14.99

Turquoise
7×10¼×3¼" 004.895.14 $3.99
10¼×13¾×6" 404.768.21 $7.99
14½×21¼×8¼" 104.768.27 $14.99

KUGGIS Insert with eight compartments The 
compartments gives you a good overview and helps 
you to find what you need, when you need it. If you 
want to keep both smaller and larger items in the 
same box, combine the insert with KUGGIS box.
20¾×14¼×2¼" 002.802.08 $7

BULLIG Box Bamboo brown. This stackable box 
is just as decorative as practical and is great for 
everything from papers and charging cables to 
small things that you want to hide away. Ideal in 
BILLY bookcase (depth 11") and BESTÅ storage (depth 
15¾"). The felt pads underneath protect the surface 
below against scratches. 

9¾×12½×9¾" 404.745.96 $9.99
12½×13¾×13" 304.745.92 $14.99

DRÖNA Box 9¾×13¾×9¾". This velvet-like fabric box 
creates a soft impression — regardless if you place 
it in your walk-in closet or in the living room. Ideal 
in BILLY bookcase (depth 11") and BESTÅ storage 
(depth 15¾").

Black 904.670.65 $2.99
White 304.670.68 $2.99
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IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled by you. That way, you’ll save the most money. But if you would  
like some help, we can offer a range of services. Assembly and delivery services fulfilled by an Independent Service Provider.
Contact your local IKEA store or visit the IKEA website for details: IKEA-USA.com/services

SERVICES

DELIVERY SERVICE IKEA Projekt credit card

Whether you’re shopping in the store 
or online, and no matter how big the 
purchase, we can help do the heavy 
lifting and arrange delivery, by an 
Independent Service Provider, to your 
home or business. 

Your dream home is now within reach.  
With the special financing options on 
our IKEA Projekt credit card*, you don’t 
have to put off loving every room in 
your home.

*Subject to credit approval.
IKEA Projekt Credit Card Accounts  
are issued by Comenity Capital Bank.

To learn more visit  
IKEA-USA.com/creditcard  
or drop by your local store.

Services and prices may vary, please see IKEA-USA.com/services or talk to us in your local IKEA store.

ASSEMBLY SERVICE

All of our products are designed to 
be assembled by you, but we’re more 
than happy to help put it all together. 
You can schedule assembly service 
for anything from a single piece to 
all of your furniture. We’ve teamed 
up with TaskRabbit, an Independent 
Service Provider, to assemble your IKEA 
furniture purchased online or in store. 


